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 Leveraging the information in your GIS System 
through data reporting 

 Reporting the wealth of your attribute data 

 Creating another access point – not a map, not GIS 
software 

 Reports can be accessible through geoprocessing 
services on ArcGIS Server  (Python and ReportLab) 

 Users run the reports when they want them 

 

Why this style of reporting? 



 Should be an enterprise system 

 

 Data needs to be on a server  

 SQL Server preferred 

 

 ArcGIS Server is required for geoprocessing 

 Server geoprocessing is 64 bit  

Requirements 



 Summary reports of all your data 

 Charts and dashboards 

 Combinations from multiple tables 

 Quality control reports  

 Attaching images 

 Appending and merging existing PDFs or other 
documents 

Types and reasons for reporting 



Reporting using GIS data in  
SQL server 



 SQL Reporting is an add-on to all SQL Server installs 

 Just needs to be installed and enabled 

 

 Reports are built using free software from Microsoft 

 Microsoft Business Intelligence Development Studio 
(BIDS) 

 Microsoft Report Builder (version 3) 

Building reports with SQL Reporting 



 ArcGIS for workgroups part of the ArcGIS Desktop 
install 

You already have the install 



Easy install – tools or database too 



SQL Server Management Studio 



Microsoft   B I D S 
Business Intelligence Development Studio 

Show a screen shot that 
shows the designer aspects 



 Why SRS was necessary 

 Free enterprise alternative to Crystal Reports 

 A way to generate GIS spatial queries without GIS 
software 

 Browser based access to reports 

 

Short list of how COB uses it  



City Properties List 

http://ben/Reports_RSONE/Pages/Report.aspx?ItemPath=/DEV/GIS/CityPropertyList


Water/Sewer Mains 

http://ben/Reports_RSONE/Pages/Report.aspx?ItemPath=/DEV/GIS/UtilityMain+Summary_ByYear


Age of Sewer Mains 

http://ben/Reports_RSONE/Pages/Report.aspx?ItemPath=/DEV/GIS/SewerMainAge


Property value by neighborhood 

http://ben/Reports_RSONE/Pages/Report.aspx?ItemPath=/DEV/GIS/NeighborhoodSummaryBarChart


 Queries using structured query language (SQL)  

 Using ST_Geometry 
 Spatial data storage type 

 Default spatial storage  in an enterprise ArcGIS (SDE) 
database 

 International Organization for Standards (ISO) and Open 
Geospatial Consortium, Inc. (OGC) compliant SQL 

 All functionality right within your database server 

 No additional GIS Licensing required 

 Does not work with ST Binary, the old way of storage 

 

 

Spatial Queries using SQL 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.1/index.html
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.1/index.html


 Use SQL functions  - Accessor functions  
 Shape.STLength()  - getting the length of a feature 

 Shape.STArea() - getting the length of a feature 

 Shape.ST_X() - getting the x coordinate of a feature 

 Shape.ST_Y() - getting the y coordinate of a feature 

 Many more… 

 

 Only use this on local coordinate systems 

 Don’t use this with Web Mercator projections!! 

Getting length and area from your 
features 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.1/index.html
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.1/index.html
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 Live predefined queries stored on the server 

 Accessed like a table  

 Water Main Summary Example 

Views 

CREATE VIEW [gis].[vgisSummary_WaterMains]  AS 
 
SELECT 'WATER MAIN' AS MAIN_TYPE, YEAR(INSTALLDATE) AS INST_YEAR, 
   PROJECTNUMBER, MATERIAL, DIAMETER, SUM(Shape.STLength()) AS LENGTH 
 
FROM  sdepub.cobgis.WAT_MAINLINES 
 
GROUP BY YEAR(INSTALLDATE), PROJECTNUMBER, MATERIAL, DIAMETER 



 SQL functions for performing relational operations  
 ST_Crosses 

 ST_Intersect 

 ST_Overlaps 

 ST_Within 

 Many more… 

 For performing geometric manipulations 
 ST_Buffer 

 ST_Union 

 ST_Difference 

 Many more… 

 

 

Spatial Queries using SQL - Selections   



Neighborhood Summary Query 

SELECT  
      sdepub.cobgis.PLAN_NEIGHBORHOODS.NEIGHBORHOOD_NAME,  
      SUM(sdepub.cobgis.D_PROPERTIES.LAND_VALUE) AS LAND_VAL_SUM, 
      SUM(sdepub.cobgis.D_PROPERTIES.IMPROVEMENT_VALUE) AS IMP_VAL_SUM, 
      SUM(sdepub.cobgis.D_PROPERTIES.TOTAL_VALUE) AS TOTAL_VAL_SUM 
 
FROM 
      sdepub.cobgis.PLAN_NEIGHBORHOODS 
      JOIN sdepub.cobgis.D_PROPERTIES  
      ON D_PROPERTIES.Shape.STIntersects 
              (sdepub.cobgis.PLAN_NEIGHBORHOODS.Shape) = 1 
       
GROUP By sdepub.cobgis.PLAN_NEIGHBORHOODS.NEIGHBORHOOD_NAME 

Spatial Join 



 SQL Processes you execute 

 For our purpose – Queries with parameters 

Stored Procedures 

CREATE PROCEDURE [gis].[gisD_Property_FromCityInstID] @CityInstId nvarchar(14) 
AS 
 
select PARCEL_CODE, HOUSE_NUM, HOUSE_NUM_EXT, STREET_DIRECTION,  
STREET_NAME, LEGAL_DESC,OWNER_NAME, OWNER_ADDRESS, OWNER_ADDRESS2,  
OWNER_ADDRESS3, OWNER_CITY, OWNER_STATE, OWNER_ZIP, OWNER_COUNTRY,  
LAND_VALUE, IMPROVEMENT_VALUE, TOTAL_VALUE,  
D_PROPERTIES.Shape.STArea() as MAPPED_AREA 
 
from sdepub.cobgis.D_PROPERTIES 
      JOIN sdepub.cobgis.D_DOCUMENTS 
      ON D_DOCUMENTS.Shape.STIntersects 
      (sdepub.cobgis.D_PROPERTIES.Shape) = 1 
       WHERE (sdepub.cobgis.D_DOCUMENTS.CITYINST_ID = @CityInstId) 

Spatial Join & Filter by ID 



City Property Using Stored Procedure 

http://ben/Reports_RSONE/Pages/Report.aspx?ItemPath=/DEV/GIS/CityPropertyList


 Use Shape.STBuffer() with a negative offset 

Resolving little mapping discrepancies  

CREATE PROCEDURE [gis].[gisD_Property_FromCityInstID] @CityInstId nvarchar(14) AS 
 
select PARCEL_CODE, HOUSE_NUM, HOUSE_NUM_EXT, STREET_DIRECTION, STREET_NAME,  
LEGAL_DESC,OWNER_NAME, OWNER_ADDRESS, OWNER_ADDRESS2, OWNER_ADDRESS3,  
OWNER_CITY, OWNER_STATE, OWNER_ZIP, OWNER_COUNTRY, LAND_VALUE, 
IMPROVEMENT_VALUE,  
TOTAL_VALUE, D_PROPERTIES .Shape.STArea() as MAPPED_AREA 
 
from sdepub.cobgis.D_PROPERTIES 
      JOIN sdepub.cobgis.D_DOCUMENTS 
      ON D_DOCUMENTS.Shape.STBuffer(-1).STIntersects(sdepub.cobgis.D_PROPERTIES.Shape) = 1 
       WHERE (sdepub.cobgis.D_DOCUMENTS.CITYINST_ID = @CityInstId) 



 YouTube videos  
 Intro Tutorial 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y2LYevLfok8&feature=related 

 Basic Design 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XIFChOguvQg 

 Formatting & Properties 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A2gH0r_Pz8Q 

 Sorting 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nv7f5GVsuxc 

 Parameters 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSH5sMXMMHo 

 Deploying 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfLnnB7fAuk 

 
 

Where to learn more 
SQL Reporting Services 
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 Beginning Spatial with SQL Server 2008 

 

 Spatial SQL for the Geographer – Introduction:  
http://www.gisdoctor.com/site/2011/11/07/spatial-sql-
geographer-part-1/ 

 Spatial SQL for the Geographer – Part 3 – More Basic Spatial 
SQL Scripts:  http://www.gisdoctor.com/site/2012/01/30/spatial-
sql-geographer-%E2%80%93-part-3-%E2%80%93-basic-spatial-sql-
scripts/ 

 ESRI Help: 
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.1/index.html#/A_q
uick_tour_of_using_SQL_with_ST_Geometry/006z0000001v0
00000/ 

 

 

 

Where to learn more 
SQL Queries 
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Using ReportLab to generate 
PDF output on the fly 



 Use ReportLab in conjunction with Python to 
generate custom reports on the fly 

What is it? 



 No report generated unless you need it 

 Saves storage space 

 Data is live generated 

 Always get the most up-to-date information 

 PDF output is easy to deliver from a web page 

 When served as a Geoprocessing task in ArcGIS Server 
it is accessible through a web URL 

 http://www.iqmap.org/ArcGIS/rest/services 

Why use ReportLab? 

http://www.iqmap.org/ArcGIS/rest/services
http://www.iqmap.org/ArcGIS/rest/services


 It’s free!  - mostly 

 http://www.reportlab.com/software/installation/ 

 https://bitbucket.org/rptlab/reportlab 

 http://www.reportlab.org/ftp/ 

 New install has demos and improved documentation 

 
 It’s important to understand 32 bit vs 64 bit and use the 

correct one.  You may need both. 

 

Where to get it? 



 Import ReportLab  

 Set up custom styles 

 Set up an empty story list (elements or story) 

 Add pieces to your story list 

 elements.append(paragraph… 

 elements.append(table) 

Structure of scripts 



 Do queries with arcpy.da, odbc (ST_Geometry, etc) 

 Build the story - doc.build(elements)  

 Optionally – append other PDFs using  

 arcpy.mapping.PDFDocumentCreate 

 

Structure of scripts 



 Tap into stored procedures written in SQL 
Management Studio – preprocessing is already done 

 Possible to run SQL using ST Geometry without using 
GIS software 

 

Using ReportLab with SQL “Views”  
and ST Geometry 

SELECT * 
FROM cobgis.LAND_ADDRESSPOINTS 
WHERE Shape.STIntersects(geometry::STPolyFromText( 
 'POLYGON((  1238875 605653,  
  1216048 660863,  
  1242591 676561,  
  1269665 662228,  
  1263143 619076,  
  1238875 605653 ))', 2285)) = 1 
 



Using ST Geometry in Python 

import odbc   # from pywin32 (sourceforge) 
 
cnxn = odbc.odbc('DRIVER={SQL Server}; SERVER=Servername;DATABASE=Databasename;UID=user;PWD=password') 
cursor = cnxn.cursor() 
 
#-- Selects all address points within a polygon that includes the UGA  
#-- and areas where City services are provided. 
#-- SDE data is in NAD83 WA State Plane North projection (2285). 
 
cursor.execute("select * from cobgis.LAND_ADDRESSPOINTS \ 
               where Shape.STIntersects(geometry::STPolyFromText('POLYGON((1238875 605653, 1216048 
660863, 1242591 676561,1269665 662228, 1263143 619076,1238875 605653 ))', 2285)) = 1") 
 
rows = cursor.fetchall() 
x = 0 
myMonPic = [] 
while x < 10: 
  for row in rows: 
    print row[1], row[3]   #prints the house number and the street name.   



 Using arcpy.da with SQL tables 

 Cannot use a limiting expression   

 Bug #NIM076948, fixed 10.2 

 Have to use 3rd party tools 

 PyWin32    *used in our examples 

 PyODBC 

 Other choices http://wiki.python.org/moin/ODBC 

Gotchas 

http://wiki.python.org/moin/ODBC


Arcpy.da and sql statements 

#while pointing to a SQL table (not a FC, just a table) 
#this works…  
with arcpy.da.SearchCursor("myTableView",fields) as cursor: 
 
#but this DOES NOT Work 
expression = arcpy.AddFieldDelimiters("myTableView","VERT_METHOD") + 
"LIKE '%Diff%'" 
 
with arcpy.da.SearchCursor("myTableView",fields, 
where_clause=expression) as cursor: 

Bug #NIM076948 – Cannot use a limiting expression   



The work around 

import odbc   #from pywin32 available at sourceforge 
 
cnxn = odbc.odbc('DRIVER={SQL 
Server};SERVER=YourServer;DATABASE=yourDatabase;UID=User;PWD=Password') 
 
cursor = cnxn.cursor() 
 
cursor.execute("select STRUCTURE_ID, FILENAME, DESCRIPTION,CREATED  
from YourTable where STRUCTURE_ID = ? and DESCRIPTION = ?", [myMonID, 
'Monument']) 
 
rows = cursor.fetchall() 
 
for row in rows: 

 … 



 Importing images from the web -  

 Use urllib 

 Prefetch the URL and save as a temporary image 

 Make a ReportLab Image object 

Interacting with a map server 



fields = ["SHAPE@XY"] 
 
with arcpy.da.SearchCursor(YourFC_View,fields) as cursor: 
  for row in cursor: 
    if row[0]: 
      fcXY = row[0] 
 
fcX = fcXY[0] 
fcY = fcXY[1] 
 
#sample = goal 
#'http://yourserver/ArcGIS/rest/services/maps/Survey/MapServer/export?bbox=1249000%2C642500%2C
1251000%2C643000&size=500%2C300&format=jpg&transparent=true&f=image' 
  bbox1 = str(fcX + 50)  
  bbox3 = str(fcX - 50) 
  bbox2 = str(fcY + 50) 
  bbox4 = str(fcY - 50) 
  comma = r'%2C‘    #%2C is a "comma" in URL language 
  expression = bbox1+comma+bbox2+comma+bbox3+comma+bbox4 
   
url = 
'http://yourserver/arcgis/rest/services/geoprocessing/gpSurveyMap/MapServer/export?bbox='+expression+'&
size=700,300&format=jpg&transparent=true&scale=2400&f=image‘ 
#print url   # use for testing and checking 

Interacting with a map server 

Get the x,y coordinates of 
the point selected 

Build the REST expression, 
buffering the point by a bit 

This is the URL to your image 



 
import urllib 
mapFromURL = os.path.join(scratchPath,'MapFromServer.jpg') 
#arcpy.AddMessage(os.path.dirname(mapFromURL)) # use for testing 
if os.path.exists(mapFromURL): 
  os.remove(mapFromURL) 
  arcpy.AddMessage("removed old map image") 
 
try: 
  urllib.urlretrieve(url,mapFromURL) 
  MonMap = Image(mapFromURL,5.52*inch, 2.4*inch) 
 
 
   
  elements.append(MonMap) 
 
 
except: 
  arcpy.AddWarning('Could not add the map image from mapservice. Map will be blank') 

Interacting with a map server 

Where to save it (scratch) 

Remove any old images 

Retrieve the image from your 
URL; make it a ReportLab 
image object 

Append it to your ReportLab list 

If you intend to use this as a geoprocessing tool – use scratch paths 



 The JPG was 
retrieved through 
a REST URL call, 
stored as a JPG, 
made into an 
Image object, and 
placed on the 
page 

Interacting with a map server 



 data2 = [["Monument ID:", myMonID, blank, "Other Reference ID:", Paragraph(varRefNo, 
styles["tableCell"])], 

          ["Monunment Type:", varMonType,blank,"Corner Description:",Paragraph(varCornerDesc, 
styles["tableCell"])], 

          ["Corner Type:", Paragraph(varCornerType, styles["tableCell"]),blank, 
"Remarks:",Paragraph(varRemark, styles["tableCell"])], 

          ["Site Description:", Paragraph(varSiteDesc, styles["tableCell"]), blank, blank, blank]] 

   

  t2=Table(data2, colWidths=[1.35*inch,  1.5*inch, .15*inch, 1.5*inch, 1.75*inch]) 

  t2.setStyle(TableStyle([('BACKGROUND',(0,0),(-1,-1),colors.white), 

                          ('TEXTCOLOR',(0,0),(0,-1),colors.black), 

                          ('TEXTCOLOR',(1,0),(1,-1),colors.HexColor(0x2F4F4F)), 

                          ('TEXTCOLOR',(3,0),(3,-1),colors.black), 

                          ('TEXTCOLOR',(4,0),(4,-1),colors.HexColor(0x2F4F4F)), 

                          ('FONTSIZE', (0,0),(-1, -1), 9), 

                          ('VALIGN',(0,0),(-1, -1),'TOP')])) 

ReportLab is verbose  



 The learning curve is steep 

 Be kind to yourself or your staff while learning this 
thing  

The documentation is terrible* 

*But getting better 



 Create reports where user enters a parcel number or 
address on a web site and a report is generated – no 
map interaction needed. 

 In an emergency management situation, through the 
web, draw an area of impact and a report can show 
summary info on parcels, businesses, value of 
property, anything GIS. 

Potential 
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